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Abst ract  
In this paper we consider the inner product 
( f  g) = fn f(x)g(x)dO(x) + 2 Af(c)Ag(c ),
where c E R and ~k is a distribution function with infinite spectrum such that $ has no points of increase in the interval 
(c,c + 1). Furthermore 2 i> 0, land  g are functions on • and Af(c) =f(c + 1) -f(c), 
Let {Q,a(x)} be the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials with respect to this inner product and {P.(x)}, {P~(x)} 
the sequences of monic standard orthogonal polynomials (2 = 0) with respect o d~k(x) and (x -  c ) (x -  c -  l)d$(x), 
respectively. 
We derive an explicit representation for QZ.(x) in terms of P.,(x) and W,(x) and we present some results on the 
distribution of the zeros of Q~.(x) in relation to the zeros of P.(x). Finally, we treat the special case where P.(x) are 
Charlier polynomials and c = 0. 
Keywords: Orthogonal polynomials; Sobolev-type spaces; Zeros 
1. Introduction 
In recent years many authors have studied polynomials orthogonal with respect to an inner 
product involving derivatives, evaluated in a certain point (the so-called orthogonal polynomials 
with respect to a discrete Sobolev inner product). See [1,3,5], where essentially the orthogonal 
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polynomials with respect o the inner product 
( f  9) = fR f (x) g(x) d0(x) + 2f ' (c)9' (c)  
are studied. 
In this paper we consider the inner product. 
( f  9) = fR f(x)o(x)dO(x) + 2Af(c)A9(c), (1.1) 
where c ~ N and 0 is a distribution function with infinite spectrum (see [2, p. 51] such that 0 has no 
points of increase in the interval (c, c + 1). Furthermore 2 >~ 0, f and 9 are functions on N and 
Af(c) =f(c + 1) --f(c). In particular, for d0(x) we have in mind the distribution functions with 
infinite spectrum of some discrete classical orthogonal polynomials (Charlier, Meixner). In these 
cases c has to be chosen at one of the points of the spectrum. But the results of this paper are also 
valid if the spectrum of 0 is contained in an interval I and if Ic~(c, c + 1) = 0. 
Let {Q.Z(x)} be the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials (SMOP) with respect o (1.1) and 
{P,(x)}, {P,~(x)} the sequences of monic standard orthogonal polynomials (2 = 0) with respect o 
d0(x) and (x - c)(x - c - 1)d0(x), respectively. Since we want this last distribution function to be 
nonnegative, we require that the spectrum of 0 has no points in the interval (c, c + 1). 
Following the line of [1] we derive in Section 2 an explicit representation for Qa.(x) in terms of 
P.(x) and W.(x). In Section 3 we present some results on the distribution of the zeros of Qa,(x) in 
relation to the zeros of P,(x). Results similar to those in [5] will be found, but Meijer's tangent 
theorem has to be replaced here by a chord theorem (Theorem 3.2). In Section 4 we consider the 
special case where the polynomials P.(x) are the Charlier polynomials and c = 0. 
2. Representation of the polynomials 
If we consider the representation of Q~.(x) in terms of Pj(x), 
n-1  
= P.(x) +  .jPj(x), 
j=O 
we obtain from the orthogonality of Pj and Q~ that 
fn Qz. PjdO(x) 
= -2  AQ~(c)APj(c) 0 ~<j ~< n - 1. (2.2) 
anj = ~ [Injl] 2 ' 
P~dO(x) JR 
(2.1) 
If {Kn(x,y)} denotes the sequence of kernels associated to {P.} and K$'S)(x,y) the generalized 
kernel, 
K~.',~)(x,y) = A'Pj(x) A~Pj(y) 
j=o IIPjII 2 ' 
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where A i f (x )  = Af(x) and Arf(x)  = A(A ~- i f(x)) ,  then we have 
Qa.(x) P . (x)  ~ co, = - 2AQ. (c )K . _  ~)(x,c). 
If we substitute x = c + 1 and x = c in (2.3) and subtract we get 
a Q~.(c) = AP.(c) - 2 AQ.~(c) K ~.~ ])(c, c) 
or  
19 
(2.3) 
(x -- c) W._ l (x) = P. (x)  + 
with 
fR (x -- c) PC._ l(x) P j (x )d~(x)  
f l . -1, j  = /iPjll 2 , 0 ~<j ~< n - 1, 
= ]]PjI]-2 fR W._ l (x ) (P~(c  + 1) + (x - c - 1)P j_a(x)) (x  - c)dff(x) 
= B IIPjI I-2Pj(c + 1), 
where P j_ l(X) is a monic polynomial of degree ~< j - 1 and 
B = f~ PC_ 1 (x)(x - c) d0(x). 
Hence, 
(x - c) PC._ 1 (x) = P.(x)  + B K . _  1 (x, c + 1). 
I f  we substitute x = c we find 
P.(c) 
B= 
K. -1  (c,c + 1) 
2AP.(c)  v~o, 1)(x,c). (2.5) 
1 +2K (1'1)~n-1 w,c )  "'~n-1 
If we denote by {P~,(x)} the sequence of monic standard orthogonal polynomials with respect o 
(x - c)(x - c - 1)d~k(x), then 
n-1  
E 
j=0  
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
Then (2.3) becomes 
QZ.(x) = P. (x)  - 
AQZ(c ) = AP.(c) 
1 + 2 t1,1) • (2.4) Kn_ 1 (c,c) 
20 
and  
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(x -c )P~-x(x )  = P.(x) - 
P,(c) 
K , - l ( c ,c  + 1) 
K , _  1 (x, c + 1). (2.8) 
Remark.  F rom above it follows that K ,_  ~ (c, c + 1) # 0 if P.(c) # O. But in the case that P,(c) = 0, 
then K._~(c ,c+l )=-P , _x (c )P , (c+ l )  (by the Chr istof fe l -Darboux formula), whereas 
P._~(c) # 0 [2, Ch. 1, Theorem 5.3] and P.(c + 1) # 0 (in [2, Ch. 2, Theorem 4.1] since the 
spectrum of ¢, contains no points between c and c + 1). Hence K ,_  ~ (c, c + 1) # 0. 
On the other hand, 
n-1  
(x  - -  C - -  1 )P ,~- I (X )  = P,,(x) + ~ ?n- I , jP j (x) ,  
j=o  
f (x  - c 1) PC._ 1 (x) Pj d~O(x) (x) 
~._ , , j  = iiPjll 2 , 0 ~<j ~< n - 1, 
= II Pj II - 2 f~ pc._ a (x) [Pj (c) + (x -- c) R j_ 1 (X)] (X - -  C - -  1) dO(x ) 
= C IIPjl1-2 Pj(c), 
where R j_ ~(x) is a monic polynomial  of degree ~ j  - 1 and 
C -~ fR pc - l (X ) (X  -- C -- 1)d•(x ) .  
Thus, 
(x - c - 1)P~- l(x) --- P.(x) + CK. - I (x ,c ) .  
If  we substitute x = c + 1 we get 
C = P,(c + 1) 
K,_ l (c ,c  + 1) 
and 
(x -c -  1)P~- I (x)=P.(x)  
From (2.8) and (2.11) we obtain 
Kn_l(X,C + 1) = 
Kn_l(C,C -4- 1) 
P.(e) 
K , - I (c ,c  + 1) 
K._  1 (x, c) -- 
P,(c + 1) 
P.(c + 1) 
Kn-  l (C,C -4- 1) 
K._,  (x, c). 
[P.(x) - (x - c) P~_ 1 (x)], 
[P.(x) - (x - c - 1)P,~_ l(X)]; 
(2.9) 
(2.1o) 
(2.11) 
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hence after subtract ion 
K._ l (C ,C  + 1) 
K .-1(°' 1 )(x, c) = 
P . (c )P . (c  + 1) 
If we insert this result in (2.5) we obtain the fol lowing proposit ion.  
Proposit ion 2.1. Let  c be such that P , (c )P , (c  + 1) 4: O for  all n ~ t~. Then  
Q"~(x) = I1-~AQ~"(c)AP"(c)K"-I(c'C+p.(c) P. (c  + 1) 1)] P"(x) 
[AP . (c )P . (x )  - {P.(c) + AP. (c ) (x  - c)} W.-l(X)].  
21 
+ 2 AQ"a(c) K ._  1 (c, c + 1) 
P . (c )P . (c  + 1) {P.(c) + AP . (c ) (x  - c)} W._ l (X) ,  (2.12) 
where AQ.Z(c) is given by (2.4). 
We consider the Chr istof fe l -Darboux formula for the kernel K ._  1 (x, y), evaluated in y = c + 1 
and y = c: 
(x - c - 1 )K . - l (x ,c  + 1) = 11P.-111-2 [P . (x )P . - I ( c  + 1) - P . - I (x )P . (c  + 1)], 
(x - c) K ._  1 (x, c) = II P . -  11] - 2 [P.(x) P ._  1 (c) -- P ._  l(x) e.(c)] .  
Mult ip l icat ion of the first equat ion by (x - c) and the second by (x - c - 1) and subtract ion gives 
after some easy calculations: 
(x - c ) (x  - c - 1)Kt.°_'l)(x,c) = IlPn_llr -2 [{P . -  1(c) + AP. - l (C ) (X  - c)} P . (x )  
-- {P,(c) + AP. (c ) (x  - c)} P , - l (x ) ] .  
Hence, by (2.3), 
(x - c) (x - c - 1) Q Z(x) = q2 (x, n) P,  (x) + q a (x, n) P ,_  1 (x), (2.13) 
with 
qz (x, n) = (x -- c ) (x  -- c -- 1) -- 2 AQ.Z(c) ]] P . _ ,  II - 2 {p ._ ,  (c) + AP ._ ,  (c)(x - c)} 
and 
q,(x ,  n) = ). AQ,a(c)NP,-,  I1-2 {P.(c) + AP , (c ) (x  - c)}. 
Using the results of [4] we may conclude to the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.2. The sequence {Q.~(x)} is strictly 
(x - c ) (x  - c - 1)d~(x) and 
respect to 
n + 2  
a., j  P j (x ) ,  
j=n-2  
quasi-orthogonal o f  order 2 with 
(x -c ) (x - -c -  1)Q] (x )= (2.14) 
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where an, n+ 2 = 1 and the numbers a.,j (n - 2 <<, j <~ n + 1) can be expressed in terms of the coeffi- 
cients of ql (x, n) and q2(x, n) and the coefficients of  the three term recurrence relation satisfied by the 
SMOP {P,}. 
3. Distribution of the zeros 
It is well known that the polynomial  P,(x) has n different real zeros and since we assumed that 
the interval (c, c + 1) contains no points of the spectrum of ~,, it follows from [2, Ch. 2, Theorem 
4.1] that at most one zero of P,(x) is situated in [c, c + 1]. For  the polynomials Qa,(x) we have the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 3.1. I f  n >1 3 the polynomial Q~,(x) has at least n -  2 different real zeros with odd 
multiplicity. 
Proof. Let r/x, ... ,r/k denote the real zeros of Q~,(x) of odd multiplicity. Put ~b(x)= 
(x - r/l) -.. (x - r/k). We have 
(Q~,(x),(x - c)(x - c - 1)$(x)) = fR Q~.(x)(x - c)(x - c - 1) q~(x)d$(x) > 0. 
Hence degree ~ ~ n - 2. []  
The position of real zeros of Q~,(x) can be localized (i.e., confined to a specific interval) by the 
following theorem. 
Theorem 3.2. Let xl < -.. <x .  denote the zeros of P.(x). Suppose AP,(c) 4: 0, 2 > 0. Let k denote 
the intersection with the real axis of the chord which joins the points (c,P,(c)) and (c + 1, 
P,(c + 1)). 
(a) I f  k q~ [xi, xi+ 1] and xi, xi+ l q! [c, c + 1], then (xi, xi+ 1) contains at least one zero of  Q a; 
(b) if there exists a unique i e {0, 1, ... , n} such that c < xi < c + 1, then also c < k < c + 1 and 
we have one of  the following cases: 
(bl) / fc  < k < xi < c + 1 then (Xi-x,Xi) contains at least one zero of  Q~,; 
(b2) / fc  < xi < k < c + 1 then (x, xi+l) contains at least one zero of Q~.; 
(c) if k = x ,  but xi 4: c and xl -¢: c + 1, then xi is a zero of Qa,; 
(d) if k = xi = c or if k = xi = c + 1, then (xi- x,xi+ l) contains at least one zero of Q~.. 
Proof. We use a reasoning similar to [5, Theorem 2.3]. The Gauss quadrature formula on the zeros 
of P,  reads 
; TC2n- 1 d~b (x) = ~ 2 i n2. -  a (xi), 
i=1  
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where 2~ = [K.(x~, x~)] - 1, for every polynomial rc2,_ 1 of degree at most 2n - 1. 
Take 
Q~.(x) P,(x) 
X - -  X i 
7"r,2n- 1 - -  
then 
f Q ~, (x) P.(x) 
X - -  X i 
d0(x) = 2i Q. (xi) P'.(xi). 
In view of the orthogonality of the polynomials Q,~ with respect o (1.1) we have 
But 
;~ Qz"(x)P"(x)dO(x) = -SAQ~(c)A /  / , x, 4= c, xi ¢ c + 
/ P,(x) 
1. 
X - -  X i \X  - -  X i / I x= c 
23 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(P . (x )  "~ P.(c + 1) P.(c) - [P.(c) + (xi - c)AP.(c)] 
h \x  _ - -Z~/x  =c - c + 1 - x i  c - x i  - (x i  - c - 1 ) (x i  - c)  
Combinat ion with (3.1) and (3.2) leads to 
2iO,(xi) P'.(xi) = 2AQ,~(c) [P,(c) + (x, - c)AP.(c)] 
(X  i - -  C - -  1 ) (X i  - -  C)  
Since the polynomials P,,(x) are monic, it follows that sgn P',,(xi) -= ( -  1) "- ~. Furthermore, by (2.4), 
we know that sgn AQ,a(c) = sgn AP,(c). Hence, we find for xi ~ c, xi 4: c + 1" 
[P.(c) + (x, --_ c) AP.(c)]; 
sgnQZ, (x i )=( -1 ) " - i sgn  AP,(c) (x i - c -1 ) (x i - c )  J" (3.3) 
The chord which joins the points (c,P.(c)) and (c + 1, P.(c + 1)) is given by y = P.(c) 
+ (x - c)AP.(c). Hence, k satisfies 
P.(c) + (k - c)AP.(c) = 0. 
(a) If k¢[xi ,  xi+ l] and xi, xi+1 ¢[c,c + 1], then by (3.3), QZ.(xi) and Q.(xi + l) have opposite sign 
and part (a) follows. 
(bl) if xi-  1 < c < k < xi < c + 1 < xi+ 1 then Q~.(xi- l) and Q.~(xi) have opposite sign because 
three factors in expression (3.3) change sign. 
The case (b2) follows similarly and case (c) is obvious. 
(d) I f k=x i=c ,  thenx i_ l  < k = xi = c < c + 1 < xi+ l. By (3.3), 
sgnQ,~(x i _ l )=( -1 )  " - i+ lsgnkx i _ l _c_ l  =( -1 ) " - i '  
sgn Q~"(xi+ D = ( -1 ) " - i -  ' sgn ((P--"(-c + 1 - c 1)--)1) = ( -  1)"-i- ' 
Hence, there is a zero of Q Z in (xi- t, x~+ D. The case k = x, = c + 1 can be treated similarly. [] 
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Corollary 3.3. The position of  at least n - 2 zeros of  Q~(x) can be localized. 
Proof. We consider different cases. 
(i) If [c,c + 1] does not contain a zero of P,(x), then there are two possibilities: 
(il) k :~ xi for all i. Then for at least n - 2 intervals (xi, xi+l) part (a) of Theorem 3.2 can be 
applied. 
(i2) k = xi for a certain i. Then for n - 3 intervals, part (a) can be applied and further by part (c), 
k is a zero of Q~,(x). 
(ii) If (c, c + 1) contains one zero of P,(x)  (more than one is impossible), then n - 3 zeros of Q.Z(x) 
can be localized by part (a) and one by part (b). 
(iii) If xi = c or x~ = c + 1 for some i, then n - 3 zeros of Q~,(x) can be localized by part (a) and 
one by part (d). []  
Corollary 3.4. Let  the spectrum of ~9 be contained in an interval I and 2 > O. 
(a) I f  c>sup I ,  then QZ.(x) has n real zeros rlj ( j=  1, ... ,n), satisfying 
X2 < ~2 < "'" < Xn < l~n" 
(b) / f  c + 1 < infI, then Qa,(x) has n real zeros ~l~ (j = 1, ... ,n), satisfying 
q2 < X2 < "'" < tin < Xn" 
x l  < ql  < 
ql < X1 < 
Proof. (a) P.(x)  is positive and convex for x ~> x. which implies that k > x.. Hence, by Theorem 
3.2, xl <r/1 <x2 <r/2 < ... < q. -1 <x . .  If we substitute i=  n in (3.3) we notice that 
P.(c) + (x. - c)AP.(c)  < 0 and sgnQ.~(x.) < 0. Hence x. < i/.. The case (b) is shown analog- 
ously. [] 
4. A special case 
We consider for ~ the discrete positive measure given by the step function whose jumps 
are 
e-a a x 
d~k(x) - x! at x = 0,1,2 . . . . .  a ~ ~+.  (4.1) 
The corresponding monic orthogonal  polynomials C~ ~ are called the Charlier polynomials (see I-2, 
Ch. 6, Section 1-1). They satisfy the three term recurrence relation 
c~,a)+ I (X) = (X -- n -- a) C(na) (x )  - -  an C~)- x (x), n >1 O, (4.2) 
where C~l  (x) = 0 and C~oa)(x) = 1. 
Moreover,  the explicit representation 
C~,")(x) = • j !  ( -a )  " - j  (4.3) 
j=O 
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and the orthogonality relation 
e-a a x 
C~)(x)C~)(x) - - a'n! 6,,,, 
x=O x! 
are known. 
(4.4) 
Also the Charlier polynomials atisfy the simple difference quation 
AC(na)(x) = n C~! l(x), (4.5) 
which in connection with (4.2) leads to the second-order difference quation 
aA 2 C~")(x) - (x + 1 - a - n) A C~")(x) + nCtfl)(x) = 0. (4.6) 
We now consider the inner product (1.1) with O defined by (4.1) and we take c = 0. In this case we 
have for the polynomials P°(x) 
e_a a x ~ e - ,  a x 
_ _  - -  a 2 O= P°(x )P° (x )x (x -1 )  x! Z P°(x  + 2)P°(x + 2) x! 
x=0 x=0 
if m ¢ n. Hence, P°(x) = C~")(x - 2), because they are both monic. When n # a we use (2.12) to 
obtain 
( . ) 2(AC~,)(0))2 ,_1 1 Cj (0) C}")(12j=o aJ j----~. 
Qa,(x;a)= 1 -  C~fl)(x) 
•j=o aJj----~.(A C} ") (0)) 2 C~ "~(0) Ctfl)(1) 
2AC•"'(0)( " - '  1 C~'(0) C~) ) AC~")(0)x} 52j=o ~ (1) {c~a'(o) + 
C~fl!,(x - 2). + 
[1 +2 "-I  1 )(0)) 2] •j=o aij----~. (A C}" C~')(0) C~")(1) 
Using (4.3) and (4.5) and putting 
2na n- 2 
B(a, 2, n) = ~> 0, (4.7) ( n-1 j_'a'~_ "] 
(n- l)!  l+2y  
j=, (j -- 1)!// 
we can reduce this to 
Q~(x; a) = I1 + nB(a'2'-n)]c~)(X)n - a 3 B(a'2'n)(nx-a)C~)-l(x-2)'n - a n#a.  (4.8) 
For a representation which is also valid in the case n = a we can use (2.5) to obtain 
Q](x;a) = C~")(x) + ( -1 )  "-1 (n - 1)! B(a,2, n) (-1)~ c(.")(x). (4.9) 
j= 1 ( J -  1)! v~ 
In order to study the zeros of the polynomials Qa,(x;a) given by (4.8) and (4.9) we first state the 
following lemma concerning the smallest zero of the Charlier polynomials in relation to k = a/n, 
which is the zero of the chord y = C~)(0) + AC~fl)(0) x. 
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Lemma 4.1. I f  x t 1 a!, denotes the smallest zero of the polynomial C~)(x), then 
v (a) a 0<~L,<-<I  i fn>a,  
n 
X (a) a 1, . -  -1  if n = a, 
n 
x(a)  a 1, .>-> 1 i fn<a.  
n 
Proof. By (4.3), C~,a)(0) = ( -a ) "  and C~,a)(1) = ( -a ) " - l (n  - a). From this and from the convexity 
(concavity) of C~,a)(x) on (0, x~a!,) for n even (odd) the lemma easily follows. []  
We now prove the main result of this section. 
Theorem 4.2. For the polynomials Qa.(x; a) which are orthogonal with respect o the inner product 
e-  a a x 
( f  g) = f(x)  g (x )~ + 2 [ f (1)  - f (0 ) ]  [g(1) - g(0)], 2 > 0, 
x=O 
all the zeros are real. I f  the ith zero of Qa.(x; a) and the Charlier polynomial C~ ) (x) are denoted by 
flea, ~.) . (a) i,. and xi,., respectively, then we have 
/ (a , ; t )  x(a) ~(a,2)  ~(a)  . (a,A) . (a) 
1,n ~ 1,n ~ ff2,n ~ "~'2,n < "'" ~ qn,n < An,n.  
(a, 2) Furthermore, rl l,. <0  if and only if 2 > a/((n -1)e(a;n - 2) - ae(a;n - 3)), 
e(a; n) = y)]= o a J/j!. 
(4.10) 
where 
Proof. As in Theorem 3.2, let k be the intersection of the chord joining (0, C~,a)(0)) and (1, Ct.a)(1)) 
with the real axis. Then k = a/n. 
(a) We first consider the case n > a. By Lemma 4.1 we then have 
Ca) 0 <xCla, I. <k  < 1 <x~) .  < "'" <x . , . .  
We now apply Theorem 3.2. By part (b2) there is a zero of Q~.(x;a) between yea) and yea) and by "~' 1,n -~2,n  
ca) {2, , n Ca) and x for all i ~ - 1 }. Using (4.8) we part (a) there is a zero of Q.~(x; a) between x i,. i+ 1,. ... 
obtain 
hence there is a zero of Q](x;a) to the left of xC~. since Q~(x;a) is monic. 
(b) If n = a by (4.9) we have 
~, (a) . Q.(Xl , . ,a)  = ( -1 ) " - l (n  - 1)! B(a,2,n) ~ (xC~).). 
1= 1 ( J -  1)! 
(4.11) 
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Since -" la) ca) { 1, n 1 } it follows that .,1,. < x l , j  for a l l j  ~ . . . ,  - 
sgn Q,z (x ~),; a) = ( -  1) "-1 
From formula (3.3) we learn that 
sgn ['12[x(a) " a ~ 1) " -2 .  t, gn~ 2,n, I ~ ( -  
Hence  also in this case (4.10) holds. 
(c) If n < a then by Lemma 4.1, formula (4.11) is also true in this case. 
Combination of (4.11) with Theorem 3.2(a) leads to (4.10). 
In order to prove the last statement of the theorem we substitute x = 0 in formula (4.9) and use 
(4.7): 
Q~(O,a)  = ( -a ) "  + (--1) "-1 
. (a .2 )  Hence, q 1,, < 0 if and only if 
~. nan-  2 n-1 a j 
X 
, -1  ja i -2  j= l  ( J -1 ) !  
E 
j= l  
1 - 2n(1 /a )  e(a;  n - 2) < 0, 
1 + 2(e(a ;n  - 3) + (1 /a )e (a ;n  - 2)) 
which yields the desired result. [] 
Remark. In this special case, where the inner product (1.1) is considered with de(x) given by (4.1) 
and c = 0 we have been able to show that the polynomials Q~,(x;a) have n real zeros. For other 
values of c this is not always true. For instance, if d~O(x) is given by (4.1) with a = 0.34 and we take 
c = 2 and 2 = 100, the polynomial Q~(x)  has two complex zeros. 
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